A Model for Allocating Orders to Suppliers in Case of Quantity Discounts
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Abstract
One of the most important activities in the management of input items of a company is focusing on the process of purchasing, supplier selection and allocating order to suppliers. Decisions about supplier selection due to simultaneously taking inconsistent and diverse issues into account in a wide range of strategic to operational factors, and from quantitative to qualitative criteria will be complex by nature. In order to select the best suppliers it is necessary to make a trade-off between these tangible and intangible factors some of which may conflict. When business volume discounts exist, this problem becomes more complicated. In this paper a multi-objective model for order allocation under volume discount conditions is presented. In this context, suppliers offer price discounts on total business volume. A solution methodology is presented to solve the multi-objective model, and the model is illustrated using a numerical example. Studying various combinations of constraints such as capacity, timely delivery, disadvantages and cost, taking into account quantity discounts, considering the weight of the suppliers in order allocation and integration of these cases with each other, have made the current research quite unique.
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INTRODUCTION

Supplier selection is an important decision in supply chain management and the right choice in this matter will strengthen the competitiveness of the supply chain. Supplier evaluation and selection decisions are important parts of supply chain management. This issue is true for both manufacturing and services companies and for the acquisition of goods and services including material and equipment. In the current intense competition, low cost production and high quality products is not possible without satisfying suppliers (Christopher, 1998).

The selection of suppliers is inherently a multi-purpose decision that looks for minimizing the cost of procurement and at the same time maximizing the quality and performance of services. The issue of selecting suppliers with the fact that a variety of factors must be considered in the decision-making process becomes more complex. In addition, the problem becomes more complex with the fact that supplier may have different performance characteristics for various criteria. For example, a supplier that could offer a product with a minimum unit price may not provide the best quality or performance of services in competition between suppliers.

Price discounts offered by supplier are the most difficult aspect for buyer. In the multi-objective programming model, some limitations such as supplier’s capacity, quality, and timely submission of goods are considered. In other words, none of the suppliers may be able to meet the requirements of the buyer alone. And the buyer may purchase a part of his demand from one supplier and another part from the other supplier to compensate lack of capacity or low quality of suppliers (Levi & Kaminsky, 2004).

The multi-objective model for allocating orders to suppliers presented in this study has taken into account quantity discounts. Studying various combinations of constraints such as capacity, timely delivery, disadvantages and cost, taking into account quantity discounts, considering the weight of the suppliers in order allocation and integration of these cases with each other, have made the current research quite unique.

This study adopts a multi-objective model approach first to identify top suppliers by considering the effects of interdependence among selection criteria and to handle inconsistent and uncertain judgments. Then it is integrated with multi-objective linear programming (MOLP) in selecting the best suppliers for achieving optimal order allocation under problem conditions.

LITERATURE REVIEW

When an organization is dealing with selecting the best supplier to deliver a good or service, the decision can often be very complex. Supplier selection problems are multi-criteria problems which have many qualitative and quantitative concerns.

Supplier selection is considered as one of the most crucial and decisive competitive factors (Çebi & Otay, 2016). Decisions about supplier selection due to simultaneously taking inconsistent and diverse issues into account in a wide range of strategic to operational factors, and from quantitative to qualitative criteria will be complex by nature (Yu et al., 2013). Considering various criteria and when each of the suppliers cannot meet all of them alone its complexity will be increased (Ayhan & Kilic, 2015). In 1966 for the first time Dixon identified and analyzed the significance of the 23 criteria for supplier selection and took advantage of a survey method of managers for this purpose. He concluded that "quality" is the most important criterion and "timely delivery" and "performance history" place behind it (Dickson, 1966).

In addition, in a recent review by Weber et al. (1991) on supplier selection criteria and methods, they found that from 76 reviewed studies 47 articles considered more than one criterion. They finally determined the three criteria for supplier selection that were more popular compared to others as: net price, delivery and quality. Therefore, supplier selection is a multi-criteria decision making problem and to select the best suppliers it is necessary to establish a balance between inconsistent tangible and intangible factors (Xia & Wu, 2007).

In 1988 Spekman emphasized on establishing long term relationships between buyer and supplier to achieve strong competitive position. Also on creation of cooperation and improvement relationships with lean and unique suppliers rather than short-term relationships with them has been emphasized (Wang, 2001).
Thompson (1990 & 1991) and Thompson et al. (1998) developed the Analysis of suppliers’ records and history in order to rank them in an unstable environment based on a number of criteria given weight through a simulation technique, after that Li et al. 2004 introduced a new measure for supplier performance evaluation. Then, Wang and Yang, 2009 used 12 performance indicators to assess supplier performance.

**MODELS AND METHODS FOR SUPPLIER EVALUATION AND SELECTION**

There are four major decisions that are related to the supplier selection problem: what product or services to order, from which suppliers, in what quantities, and in which time periods? In an attempt to provide reasonable answers to the second and third questions, many models have been developed for supplier selection. The most basic models were classification models that presented by Timmerman (1986). These models are based on past history and experiences of suppliers in connection with a series of established criteria. If the supplier meets the criterion, he receives a positive score; otherwise a negative score is allocated to him which subsequently algebraic summation of scores shows the final ranking of supplier (Croom et al., 2000).

Ghodsypour and O’Brien, (1998) proposed a model for evaluation of supplier selection in the presence of multi-source, multi-criteria and price discount. They have considered impacts of budgetary, and suppliers’ quality and capacity constraints and developed an integrated Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and linear programming model to help managers which considers both quantitative and qualitative factors in a systematic policy. Moreover, they have also suggested an algorithm to analyze the sensitivity in order to take into account different procedures of the decision making process.

In many of these models, the net price is given as logistic cost, while storage, transport and ordering are also important in the decision-making. Only in models such as Benton and Krajewski (1990), Weber et al. (1991), Hong and Hayya (1992), Ghodsypour and O’Brien (1998), Aguezzoul and Ladet (2004), Mendoza (2007) and Jafari Songhori et al. (2010)’s, ordering and storage costs are considered. But in the meantime Benton and Krajewski (1990) have not considered supplier’s capacity and quality constraints.


Some researchers such as Nydick and Hill (1992) used the analytic hierarchy process to structure the supplier selection procedure. Chen et al. (2006) presented a fuzzy decision making approach to deal with the supplier selection problem in supply chain system. They used linguistic values to assess the ratings and weights for the criteria. These linguistic ratings can be expressed in trapezoidal or triangular fuzzy numbers. Then, a hierarchy multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) model based on fuzzy sets theory is proposed to deal with the supplier selection problems in the supply chain system. According to the concept of the technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), a closeness coefficient is defined to determine the ranking order of all suppliers by calculating the distances to the both fuzzy positive ideal solution (FPIS) and fuzzy negative ideal solution (FNIS) simultaneously.

Demirtas Ustun (2008 & 2009) used an integrated multi-objective decision making process for supplier selection and order allocation and an analytic network process and multi-period goal programming integration in purchasing decisions. Lin (2009a & 2009b), Lin et al. (2009) and Lin (2012) used fuzzy analytic network process (FANP) approach first to identify top suppliers by considering the effects of interdependence among selection criteria and to handle inconsistent and uncertain judgments. FANP is then integrated with fuzzy multi-objective linear programming (FMOLP) in selecting the best suppliers for achieving optimal order allocation under fuzzy conditions. However, their model has not considered general discount conditions of suppliers.

Dağdeviren and Yüksel (2010) applied fuzzy ANP method to measure the competitive level organizations considering Porter’s 5 competitive
forces. They have studied fuzzy judgment of decision makers using the developed fuzzy extension of the ANP by Mikhailov and Singh (2003).

In a study in volume discount Ayhan and Kilic (2015) considered 4 criteria including; price, quality, delivery time and after sales performance for the selection of preferred suppliers. Çebi and Otay (2016) developed a two-phased fuzzy approach for supplier selection and order allocation. In the first stage fuzzy Multi-Objective Optimization by Ratio Analysis (MULTI MOORA) was used for assessing and selecting suppliers taking into account subjective criteria. In the second stage, fuzzy goal programming was used to determine the order quantity allocated to the selected supplier. By integrating multi-criteria decision analysis and linear programming, Sodenkamp et al. (2016) proposed a superior innovative approach in order to support collaborative multi-objective supplier selection and order allocation decisions.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Model assumptions

Before deciding about the selection of suppliers the buyer must determine purchase criteria and evaluate supplier performance. In this study, price, flaws and timely delivery criteria have been used as purchase criteria in the model. Since these criteria are three of the top factors that influence supplier selection.

Assume that i= 1, 2, 3… I products are purchased from j= 1, 2, 3… J suppliers that each of which offer different levels of price, quality, timely delivery performance and supply capacity for each product they sell.

Based on the total value of buyer’s purchase, the supplier j suggests relative discount price that has r = 1, 2 ,…mj discount intervals on the basis of deal size.

Defining Symbols

A list of symbols used to formulate the problem is listed as follows:
i: Goods or products
j: supplier
Sj: Suppliers that offer product i
Kj : a set products that are provided by the supplier j
Wj : The final weight of supplier j
Rj : A set of intervals of supplier j discounts
mj : the amount of Discount of supplier j
r: discount distance- The number of discount intervals in table: 1≤ r ≤ mj
bj: 0 = b_j0 < b_j1 <… <b_j, mj: The upper limit from discount distance in discount table
dr: Discount coefficient related to the level of Discount of Discount table of supplier j
Pj: Unit price of product i provided by of supplier j
q0: The rate or amount of defective products which are provided by supplier j
Qj: The maximum rate of defective products that is acceptable to buyer
t0: The on time delivery rate of product i suggested by supplier j
Tj: The minimum rate of on-time delivery of product i which is acceptable to buyer
Cj: The maximum supply capacity of product i that provided by supplier j
Dj: The total demand of product i
Xij: The amount of product i which is purchased from supplier j
Vjr: The deal volume purchased from supplier j at r Discount level
Yjr : A variable which is equal to 0 or 1
If deal volume purchased from supplier j is placed in r level of discount table, then we have: Yjr = 1

MODELING THE PROBLEM

Objective functions

In the model presented in this study three criteria including price, defective rate and delivery (shipping) are used for supplier selection. Multi-objective programming model has been developed to help the decision maker to select the best supplier.

The first objective function:

\[ \sum_{i \in K_j} \sum_{j \in S_j} (1-t_{ij})X_{ij} \leq (1-T_j)D_i \]  

(1)

Since Wj is the final weight of supplier j and is the number of purchased units of product i from supplier j Therefore, more products are bought from the supplier which has more weight. So the value of WjXij should be maximized. This objective function is described as above.

The second objective function:
\[
\text{Min } Z_2 = \sum_{j \in S_i} \sum_{r \in R_j} (1 - d_{jr})V_{jr} \quad (2)
\]

Where:

\[
\sum_{r \in R_j} V_{jr} = \sum_{i \in K_j} P_{ij} X_{ij} \quad j \in S_i
\]

Consider the cumulative decline in supplier’s prices; the buyer makes purchase decisions in the direction of minimizing the total cost of the purchase. This objective function is stated as above.

The third objective function:

\[
\text{Min } Z_3 = \sum_{i \in K_j} \sum_{j \in S_i} q_{ij} X_{ij} \quad (3)
\]

The buyer expects the minimum possible number of defective \( i \) goods received from suppliers \( j \). This objective function can be indicated as above.

The fourth objective function:

\[
\text{Max } Z_4 = \sum_{i \in K_j} \sum_{j \in S_i} t_{ij} X_{ij} \quad (4)
\]

The buyer expects the maximum number of \( i \) goods be submitted timely by the supplier \( j \), to its reach. The intended objective function is declared as above.

**Limitations**

The important limitations of the problem expressed in this research include the capacity of the supplier and of price discounts of supplier. Also, buyer’s demand requires desired quality and timely delivery which can be formulated as follows:

The first limitation: Capacity constraint

\[
\sum_{i \in K_j} X_{ij} \leq C_{ij} \quad j \in S_i \quad (5)
\]

The total number of \( i \) goods that is purchased from a specified supplier cannot exceed from supply capacity of that supplier. This limitation can be expressed in the above form.

The second limitation: discount constraint

\[
b_{j,r-1}Y_{jr} \leq V_{jr} < b_{j,r}Y_{jr} \quad j \in S_i
\]

\[
\sum_{r \in R_j} Y_{jr} \leq 1 \quad j \in R_j
\]

\( V_{jr} \) Trading volume from supplier \( j \) should be occurred at reasonable discount distance of the price discount table and emerge at only one distance. Eq. 6 represents this limitation.

The third limitation: demand constraint

\[
\sum_{i \in S_t} X_{ij} = D_i \quad i \in K_j
\]

All suppliers that provide product \( i \) must meet the demands of the buyer for product \( i \). This limitation can be stated as Eq. 7.

The fourth limitation: quality constraint

\[
\sum_{i \in K_j} \sum_{j \in S_i} q_{ij} X_{ij} \leq Q_i D_t
\]

The total number of defective \( i \) products that is received by buyer from different suppliers must be smaller than the maximum acceptable defective \( i \) products. This limitation is reflected in Eq. 8.

The fifth limitation: delivery or shipping constraint

\[
\sum_{i \in K_j} \sum_{j \in S_i} (1 - t_{ij}) X_{ij} \leq (1 - T_i)D_i
\]

Since \( T_i \) is the minimum acceptable rate of on-time delivery of \( i \) goods to the buyer and \( t_{ij} \) is the rate of on-time delivery of goods by supplier \( j \), so the whole \( i \) goods from different suppliers that are not delivered to the buyer on time should be smaller than the maximum rate of delivery of \( i \) goods which is acceptable for the buyer. This limitation has been shown above.

**NUMERICAL EXAMPLE**

In order to validate the model a numerical example is designed and implemented by the actual data. Let us assume that there are 4 suppliers in the evaluation process. Quantitative data about all criteria and sub criteria for different suppliers is shown in Table 1.
Now assume that the buyer wants to purchase a product from the best suppliers and allocate the optimum order quantity. If the total product demand is 1,200 units and the maximum rate of acceptable defective units is 0.02 and minimum rate of acceptable on-time delivery is 0.92. Also the 4 suppliers apply a similar volume discount plan with 3 are discount distance, as shown in Table 2.

Table 1: The final weight Suppliers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>supplier</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Technical level</th>
<th>Flaws</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Timely delivery</th>
<th>Supply Capacity</th>
<th>Time of Turnaround Repair</th>
<th>Warranty period</th>
<th>Weight of Suppliers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Volume discount plans of 4 suppliers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>deal volume ($1,000)</th>
<th>discount percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 to below 10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10 to below 20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20 and above</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOLVING METHOD

The following multifunction programming model must be solved to find the optimal order quantities allocated to suppliers.

\[
\text{Max } Z = [Z_1, -Z_2, -Z_3, Z_4]
\]

\[
Z_1 = 0.2016X_1 + 0.3222X_2 + 0.2734X_3 + 0.2028X_4
\]

\[
z_2 = 0.04X_1 + 0.01X_2 + 0.02X_3 + 0.06X_4
\]

\[
z_4 = 0.85X_1 + 0.95X_2 + 0.98X_3 + 0.90X_4
\]

\[
S.t.
\]

\[
V_jr = b_j X_j \quad j = 1, 2, 3, 4 \quad r \in R_j
\]

\[
X_1 + X_2 + X_3 + X_4 = 1200
\]

\[
0.04X_1 + 0.01X_2 + 0.02X_3 + 0.06X_4 \leq 1200 + 0.02X_1 + 0.05X_2 + 0.02X_3 + 0.10X_4 \leq 1200 \times (1 - 0.92)
\]

\[
X_1 \leq 400 \quad X_2 \leq 700 \quad X_3 \leq 600 \quad X_4 \leq 500
\]

\[
b_j, r \leq V_jr \leq b_j, r \quad j = 1, 2, 3, 4 \quad r \in R_j
\]

\[
\sum_{r \in R_j} V_jr \leq 1 \quad j \in S_t \quad j = 1, 2, 3, 4
\]

\[
X_j \geq 0 \quad j = 1, 2, 3, 4
\]

\[
R_j = \{1, 2, 3\}
\]

In this study to solve the multi-objective model, first using comprehensive criterion method (p = 1) the multi-objective model is turned into a single objective problem. For this purpose, we use the following formula:

\[
Min \frac{f_1 - f_k}{|f_k|} + \cdots + \frac{f_4 - f_k}{|f_k|} \quad (10)
\]

Then using Lingo software we solve the model.

RESULTS

Supplier selection as an essential component of supply chain management is usually a multi-criteria decision problem which, in actual business contexts, may have to be solved in the absence of precise information. To tackle with the multiple criteria and the inherent uncertainty in supplier selection, this study proposes a multi-objective model for order allocation under volume discount conditions. In this context, suppliers offer price discounts on total business volume. A solution methodology is presented to solve the multi-objective model, and the model is illustrated using a numerical example. Studying various combinations of constraints such as capacity, timely delivery, disadvantages and cost, taking into account quantity discounts, considering the weight of the suppliers in order allocation and integration of these cases with each other, have made the current research quite unique.

All calculations to optimize individual
functions as well as general optimization (the objective function obtained by L-P-metric method) are done using Lingo software. After running the problem in Lingo software, the results can be seen as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Reduced Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>900.00000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>500.00000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X4</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0.1800000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.2345698-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>2000.00000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>2250.00000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.5038292-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE{1}</td>
<td>55.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE{2}</td>
<td>40.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE{3}</td>
<td>45.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE{4}</td>
<td>50.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Lingo software output

The results obtained from the case shows that the new presented model can make the supplier selection process more accurate and so it introduces a new point of view which has been misled up to now.
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